One serving applicant's country of nationality
IRPA: s. 11(1)

Immigration office of country where
applicant is residing if admitted for 1
year+
IRPA: s. 11(1)

Office to apply to

Strictly applied: refugees in Canada and
US are not "lawfully admitted" until
application accepted.
If stateless, apply to country of "habitual
residence" (if lawfully admitted)

Otherwise "lawfully admitted" requirement
is to be applied flexibly
R: Operational Manual

Has temporary resident status and is
getting PR through economic or family
class. Applied outside of Canada prior to
coming.

Doesn't have to enter through border, can
just go to office within Canada to get
status

Regs: s. 71.1

Intent to stay requirement: Regs: 70

1. Must enter Canada with PR visa
with intent to stay (unless
exceptional circumstances)

Live-in caregiver (after 2 years)
Spouse or common-law partner in
Canada if here legally (though illegals are
allowed de facto)

IRPA: s. 20(1)
Regs: s. 6

"Protected temporary resident class"
(people in dire circumstances abroad who
urgently need to come to Canada)

Part of a group that can apply for PR
status from within Canada:

Temporary resident permit holder
(someone inadmissible but let in anyway.
Can apply after a number of years in
Canada: 3 or 5 years depending on their
situation)

Regs: s. 72

Exceptions

Regs: s. 65

If issue of abuse, consider H&C instead

Those granted refugee status can apply for PR

e.g. In a de facto relationship with
someone but don't fit within rules
Apply factors: degree of establishment in
Canada, connection to country of origin,
current immigration status, links with
family members

Residual class: H&C grounds
Regs: s. 66

Case: Mavis Baker

Family reunification
Federal skilled worker class
Quebec skilled worker class
Provincial nominee class
Economic immigration

Investor class
Entrepreneur class

Indicate class under which applying

Self-employed persons class
Canadian Experience class
Refugees
IRPA: 12

Getting a Permanent
Resident Visa:
Process

Convention refugees abroad
Humanitarian protected persons abroad class

Non-individualized analysis: a rule is a rule
Meet class definition

Case: Hamid

May need to do better than bare minimum
with individualized analysis (e.g. more $ if
sick child)

2. Requirements

Meet class selection criteria

Case: Hilewitz

Regs: 70(1)c

Need concurrence from second officer.
76(4)

If officer thinks points are not sufficiently
indicative of whether skilled worker will
become economically established in
Canada
Possibility of substitutive evaluation

If applicant requests substitutive
evaluation, has to be considered. If no
request, does not have to be considered.

Caselaw is open to saying officer not
obligated to conduct substituted
evaluation.

Or officer could use against claimant even
where they have enough points. (e.g.
bribery of officer)
Chen

Not be inadmissible
IRPA: 33+34

If represented by an immigration
consultant, they are a member of an
association if paid (Regs)
10(2)

Must meet definitions to be eligible
Case: Hamid

Definition: spouse, common law partner,
dependent child, dependent child of
dependent child (nuclear family)

3. Family allowed to bring: family members

Regs: s. 1(1), s.1(2), s.1(3)

Date for age of child: application date
Case: Hamid

Dependent child definition
Regs: 2

Date for determining whether enrolled in
school: assessment date
Case: Hamid

Whether accompanying or not
Family members must not be inadmissible
Regs: s. 70(1)e

4. Test applied by visa officer and
at Port of Entry

5. IAD access

Status granted at border, not upon receipt of visa
May have to go through entire application
process at PoE again (though unlikely)

If a visa holder and denied access at PoE,
have access to IAD including H&C

6. Federal Court Appeal
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Inadmissibility requirements same as for
foreign nationals except that financial
requirements differ
Regs: s. 70

Burden of proof: applicant must satisfy
visa officer they are inadmissible
Visa application

0. Burden of Proof

Entering Canada
Government has obligation to satisfy
immigration division of IRB that person is
not admissible

Main Topic
5. Enforcement order will be
issued to effect removal from
Canada if inadmissible

Burden of proof: applicant must satisfy
IRB they are inadmissible

Determining removal from Canada

Admissibility Framework

2. Visa officer provides "fairness
letter" if going to deign
inadmissible. Contains information.
Hilewitz

Standard correctness (is an issue of
statutory interpretation)
Hilewitz

Except if don't meet the definition, e.g.
students who graduated between time
application made and considered

4. Or can go to judicial review

Ali and Bilal

3. Even if inadmissible can still be
allowed in as foreign national
under H&C
24

In the case of temporary resident visa
applications, this would result in a
temporary resident permit that would be
discretionarily awarded
Family class applicants often have clear
claim to H&C: family separation
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(b) having been convited of an offence
outside Canada that, if committed in
Canada, w ould constittue an offence
under an Act of Parliament punishable by
a maximum term of imprisonment of at
least 10 years

Serious crim inality:a PR or FN having
been convicted in Canada of an offence
under an Act of Parliament punishable by
a maximum term of imprisonment of at
least 10 years or of an offence under an
Act of Parliament for w hich a term of
imprisonment of more than six months
has been imposed.

(c) committing an act outside Canada that
is an offence in the place w here it w as
committed and that, if committed in
Canada, w ould constitute an offence
under an Act of Parliament punishable by
a maximum term of imprisonment of at
least 10 years.

IRPA: 36(1)

(a) having been convicted in Canada of
an offence under an Act of Parliament
punishable by w ay of indictment, or of tw o
offences under any Act of Parliament not
arising out of a single occurrence;
(b) having been convicted outside Canada
of an offence that, if committed in
Canada, w ould constitute an indictable
offence under an Act of Parliament, or of
tw o offences not arising out of a single
occurrence that, if committed in Canada,
w ould constitute offences under an Act of
Parliament;
(c) committing an act outside Canada that
is an offence in the place w here it w as
committed and that, if committed in
Canada, w ould constitute an indictable
offence under an Act of Parliament; or

If acquitted in foreign country, fact that
charges are laid may be enough for a
finding here. Standard is BoP.
R: Policy Manual

(d) committing, on entering Canada, an
offence under an Act of Parliament
prescribed by regulations.
(a) an offence that may be prosecuted
either summarily or by w ay of indictment
is deemed to be an indictable offence,
even if it has been prosecuted summarily;

e.g. infectious disease
Likely to be a danger to public health

HIV okay because voluntary nature of transmission
e.g. psych condition rendering violent

(b) inadmissibility under subsections (1)
and (2) may not be based on a conviction
in respect of w hich a pardon has been
granted and has not ceased to have effect
or been revoked under the Criminal
Records Act, or in respect of w hich there
has been a final determination of an
acquittal;

Likely to be danger to public safety
36(2) A foreign national is inadmissible on
grounds of criminality for

Based on statistical probabilities, not
"w hat if" scenarios
R: Operational Bulletin

§ (a)the anticipated costs w ould likely
exceed average Canadian per capita
health services and social services costs
over a period of five consecutive years
immediately follow ing the most recent
medical examination required by these
Regulations, unless there is evidence that
significant costs are likely to be incurred
beyond that period, in w hich case the
period is no more than 10 consecutive
years; or

(3) The follow ing provisions govern
subsections (1) and (2):

"Excessive demand" defined
Regs: 1

Criminality or Serious criminality

(e) inadmissibility under subsections (1)
and (2) may not be based on an offence
designated as a contravention under the
Contraventions Act or an offence for
w hich the permanent resident or foreign
national is found guilty under the Young
Offenders Act, chapter Y-1 of the Revised
Statutes of Canada, 1985 or the Youth
Criminal Justice Act.

Criteria: inadmissible if

But only for social services (as people
can't pay for health care, even if rich)

38\

Might reasonably be expected to cause
excessive demand on health or social
services

Lee

"Health services" means any health
services for w hich the majority of the
funds are contributed by governments,
including the services of family
physicians, medical specialists, nurses,
chiropractors and physiotherapists,
laboratory services and the supply of
pharmaceutical or hospital care.

(d) a determination of w hether a
permanent resident has committed an act
described in paragraph (1)(c) must be
based on a balance of probabilities; and

36

§ (b) a demand on health services or
social services that w ould add to existing
w aiting lists and w ould increase the rate
of mortality and morbidity in Canada as a
result of an inability to provide timely
services to Canadian citizens or
permanent residents

consider facts arising from omissions
standard: reasonable grounds it has
occurred, is occurring, or may occur

Interpretation rules:

Health Grounds

Family $ and w illingness to pay to be
considered here, holistic analysis

38\

Except for s. 36(1)(c): committing an act
but not convicted. Standard is BoP is
Permanent Resident

33

36(3)d

Hilewitz

Regs: 1

§ court says DON’T look at burden of
proof or reverse onus.

"Social services" means any social
services...for w hich the majority of the
funding...is contributed by governments,
either directly or through publicly-funded
agencies.

o Li pg. 415: for criminality in other
jurisdiction, examine the actual facts of
the charge (beyond the statutory offence)essential elements must be the same as a
conviction in Canada: the Brannson test.
Alternatively, look at the facts of the
incident, and try to apply those.

But ability to pay relevant for drugs (rich w ith HIV case)
Companioni

Admissibility
Grounds

PR or citizen sponsoring spouse or kids
Or their spouse or kids

(c) the matters referred to in paragraphs
(1)(b) and (c) and (2)(b) and (c) do not
constitute inadmissibility in respect of a
permanent resident or foreign national
w ho, after the prescribed period, satisfies
the Minister that they have been
rehabilitated or w ho is a member of a
prescribed class that is deemed to have
been rehabilitated;

38(2)a

Refugee or protected person

In sum: only applies to economic class

38(2)b, 38(2)c

Exceptions list
38(2)

Not conjugal partner, person to be adopted

• To determine that an offence
committed abroad is equivalent, it must
be established that the essential
elements of both offences are
equivalent.

Crimes committed outside of Canada

Regs: 24

Conducted by health officer nominated by
Canada. Includes full psych exam.
Visa officer needs to be final one to make
determination of excess medical demand,
not medical officer
Hilewitz

Tailed to specific circumstances (not
disabled kids in general but this disabled
kid)

Kharchi
Process

Hilewitz

Applicant signs (non-enforceable)
"statement of intent and ability": a
concrete plan on how excessive demand
is to be avoided

Visa officer is to determine the viability of
the plan in conjunction w ith the analysis of
the medical officer

• Under s. 249(4) of the CC, the
Canadian standard is “marked”
departure from the standard of a
reasonable person ( Hundal).
The issue in the case is the terminology
of the Algerian Criminal Code: it does
not require a marked departure, but
specifically mentions clumsiness as
being punishable

Except if have received a pardon (in
Canada, possibly from abroad if there
system of pardons is akin to ours)

Applies only to Foreign Nationals

IRPA: 36(3)(b)

see chart

Residence requirement for PRs (though
s.28(2) allow s officer to provide exception
under H&C)
PR is outside of country w ithout a PR
card; presumed not to be a PR

Rehabilitation: Deemed and individualized
Non-compliance w ith the act
41

Process

Check done by local police

IRPA: 31(1)(b)

If satisfy Minister presence in Canada
w ould not be detrimental to the national
interest, person not inadmissible

For permanent resident visa, concerned
w ith all "family members" (so defined)
For temporary resident visa, only
concerned w ith those applying to come
(though must still list all family members
on application and information about
them)

Organized criminality
Inadmissibility of a family members

37

Pow er to make this determination cannot
be delegated by the Minister
o Membership means belonging...

· Mendoza: claims to have left group.
Rehabilitation provisions don’t apply but
the exception does. “not detrimental to
the national interest”

o Acts of participation in certain activities
plus aw areness of harmful consequences
w as enough to support membership
Interpret "membership" liberally

10(2)

“reasonable grounds to believe” despite under 18
Poshteh

Misrepresentation
40\

Check done by our spooks
If satisfy Minister presence in Canada
w ould not be detrimental to the national
interest, person not inadmissible

Pow er to make this determination cannot
be delegated by the Minister

consider facts arising from omissions
Interpretation rules:
Security/Terrorism

standard: reasonable grounds it has
occurred, is occurring, or may occur
33

34

o Membership means belonging...

· Mendoza: claims to have left group.
Rehabilitation provisions don’t apply but
the exception does. “not detrimental to
the national interest”

o Acts of participation in certain activities
plus aw areness of harmful consequences
w as enough to support membership

“reasonable grounds to believe” despite under 18
Poshteh

Crimes against humanity
War crimes

Human or international rights violations

If satisfy Minister presence in Canada
w ould not be detrimental to the national
interest, person not inadmissible

Pow er to make this determination cannot
be delegated by the Minister

35

consider facts arising from omissions
Interpretation rules:

standard: reasonable grounds it has
occurred, is occurring, or may occur
33

No substituted evaluation for this criterion
Financial
39\
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Economic ability to support self, family if
no arranged employment
76(1)(b)

Matrix calculation for 6 months: amount
depends on number of dependents being
brought

“it is not necessary to compare all the
general principles of criminal
responsibility”, nor does the court have
to consider the burden of proof or
reversed onus, even though the rules
are mandated by the Charter
elements include both definitional
elements and defences

§ but: not all elements of criminal
responsibility must be the same (intent,
know ledge)

Exploitation of workers on
temporary work permits
Are we plundering skilled workers
from poor countries? Is this offset
by remittances?
If we view this as a purely
economic cost-benefit exercise for
Canada, people could stop
showing loyalty to Canada and
start seeing citizenship as
insurance
Adaptability: should give more
points for those who have received
an education in Canada than
elsewhere
Arranged employment beneficial
because mitigates need for
networks in Canada
Give employers strong role in
system to sleect people they want,
so immigrants have jobs

Especially with refugees

Consider wages of
second-generation immigrants:
long timespan for benefits
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Tolley: official language proficiency
more important than credentials

Policy Arguments
when discussing
Immigration

Younger immigrants do better than
older ones (<10 best)

Renewable temporary work
permits can allow us to reject
burdensome newcomers (Fraser
Institute)

o Yes: fact-finding function, “truth” at
issue, adversarial, applying formal
evidence, other court-like procedures

1. Nature of decision: Does it look like a
court? [likely yes in immigration context]

No counsel allowed. Interview does not look judicial.
o No: decisions that affect wide groups,
highly discretionary, informal procedures
Where does this decision fit? More
procedures required for final decisions.

2. Nature of the Statutory Scheme

Desire to come to Canada on visitor visa
not high importance

The greater the effect on life, the more
procedures required. Look at wider
effects, e.g. professional career, family

3. Importance to the Individual

1. How much procedural fairness is
owed? (spectrum)

Case: Chiau

Case: Chiau

Legitimate expectations doctrine does not
provide substantive rights in Canada, but
it can be a factor.

Case: Baker

4. Legitimate expectations

Generally knew what the concerns of the
official were. Could have responded to
them. Didn't need more.

If one legitimately expects a certain
procedure, it will be required. An
expected result will just lead to greater
procedures.

Case: Chiau

o Manuals are important source of
expectations: published, detailed,
authoritative.

5. General Practices of the
tribunal/agency

Standard of review always
correctness

o When board free to choose its own
procedures, courts should respect [this is
logically questionable]

Though some latitude can be offered to
experts in the procedures they select
Case: Baker

Unfair to decide on the basis of
number of false claims from
area without giving the claimant
a chance to address this.
Case: Yuan

Unfair to decide without giving
claimant a chance to address
concerns

Applicant should be made aware of
negative evidence: Even on written app,
should be an advisory “fairness letter”

Case: Ogunfowora
Guidelines are not determinative, they
don't usurp the discretion of the
decision-maker. Just persuasive.

Must read information

Access to actual decision-maker: Person
who hears evidence should decide.

Procedural Fairness

Case: Hilewitz

Reasonable person standard: Procedural
fairness is violated if “an informed person,
viewing the matter realistically and
practically - and having thought the matter
through” would conclude that the decision
maker would not decide the matter fairly.
Officer in that case appeared biased
based on notes.

Free from Bias

Case: Baker

Possibility for judicial review must be
cognizable: Applicant must be able to
decide whether or not to appeal.
Case: Sulaimon

written app
2. Based on answer, specific
procedures required. From least to
most fair:

oral interview

Reasons
For all:

Must provide reasons for denial
(including for TRV)
Sufficiency of reasons: if
something is not mentioned,
the decision-maker may have
ignored it and that may be an
unreasonably exercise of
discretion

informal hearing
formal hearing

Where equitable jurisdiction
available (e.g. at IAD) must
consider everything relevant,
such as Ribic factors including
hardship in foreign country
Must give due weight to
factors: consideration cannot
be superficial, perfunctory if
factor important.

Decision-maker cannot fetter
their discretion

Case: Sultana

Not based on "what if"
scenarios, but instead on
statistical probabilities of
persons in applicant's exact
situation

Individualized assessment required

Not disabled children in
general, but this child with this
parent with this parent's wealth
May be limited to health and
social services context and in
the case of criminality, rule is
strict

Case: Hilewitz, De Souza

If there is an interview, there is
a right to counsel present
Case: Ha

Not entitled to an interview
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Can make a negative
determination on skilled worker
without calling person in

Didn't read response to
"fairness letter", just passed on
to doctor. not good.

Use date at review of app, not submission date
Case: Ali

As circumstances change, law
should respond. "Law is always
speaking"
H&C exception for everything in act
IRPA: 25

Intent of statute, words that are used

Driedger

Expressio unius: if date has one
meaning elsewhere, should have
same meaning here.

"Today there is only one principle or
approach, namely, the words of an Act
are to be read in their entire context and
in their grammatical and ordinary sense
harmoniously with the scheme of the Act,
the object of the Act, and the intention of
Parliament."

Minister made incorrect statement,
answer taken as authoritative
Case: Hiilewitz

Construe and apply IRPA to
ensure that decisions taken under
the act are consistent with Charter
of Rights and Freedoms

Legislative History
Contrast statute with predecessor: see
many more mentions of criminality,
therefore legislative intent

IRPA: 3(3)

This is more than using
international conventions to
resolve ambiguities.

Always consider best interests of the child

International obligation determinative of
meaning, don't look to other statutory
interpretation aids

Case: Baker

If international instrument is binding on Canada
Unless legislature explicitly wanted
statute to operate notwithstanding
international legal obligations.

Case: De Guzman, para. 87

International obligation a persuasive factor
If international instrument is not binding on Canada

Interpret consistent with
international human rights
instruments to which Canada is a
signatory

(a) furthers the domestic and international
interests of Canada;
(b) promotes accountability and
transparency by enhancing public
awareness of immigration and refugee
programs;

IRPA: 3(3)(f)

Case: De Guzman, para. 87

Didn't nheed to do individualized analysis
because legislature has created
second-stage of temporary resident
permits to deal with fairness. Can't
explain their existence if fairness
supposed to be considered at first stage

(c) facilitates cooperation between the
Government of Canada, provincial
governments, foreign states, international
organizations and non-governmental
organizations;

Existence of other statutory provision
(3) This Act is to be construed and
applied in a manner that

Case: Hilewitz (Dissent)

IRPA: 3

See see that families are reunited in Canada
IRPA: 3(1)(d)

Addressing criminality is more serious
objective of IRPA
Case: Medocarksi

Statutory
Interpretation

(a) to permit Canada to pursue the
maximum social, cultural and economic
benefits of immigration;
(b) to enrich and strengthen the social
and cultural fabric of Canadian society,
while respecting the federal, bilingual and
multicultural character of Canada;

(d) to see that families are reunited in Canada;

(c) to grant, as a fundamental expression
of Canada’s humanitarian ideals, fair
consideration to those who come to
Canada claiming persecution;

Objectives of law
IRPA: 3

(f) to support, by means of consistent
standards and prompt processing, the
attainment of immigration goals
established by the Government of
Canada in consultation with the
provinces;

Objectives of IRPA re: refugees:

(f) to support the self-sufficiency and the
social and economic well-being of
refugees by facilitating reunification with
their family members in Canada;

(h) to protect the health and safety of
Canadians and to maintain the security of
Canadian society;
(i) to promote international justice and
security by fostering respect for human
rights and by denying access to Canadian
territory to persons who are criminals or
security risks; and

(g) to protect the health and safety of
Canadians and to maintain the security of
Canadian society; and
(h) to promote international justice and
security by denying access to Canadian
territory to persons, including refugee
claimants, who are security risks or
serious criminals.

(j) to work in cooperation with the
provinces to secure better recognition of
the foreign credentials of permanent
residents and their more rapid integration
into society.
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(d) to offer safe haven to persons with a
well-founded fear of persecution based on
race, religion, nationality, political opinion
or membership in a particular social
group, as well as those at risk of torture or
cruel and unusual treatment or
punishment;
(e) to establish fair and efficient
procedures that will maintain the integrity
of the Canadian refugee protection
system, while upholding Canada’s
respect for the human rights and
fundamental freedoms of all human
beings;

(g) to facilitate the entry of visitors,
students and temporary workers for
purposes such as trade, commerce,
tourism, international understanding and
cultural, educational and scientific
activities;

Case: Chieu

(f) complies with international human
rights instruments to which Canada is
signatory.

(b) to fulfil Canada’s international legal
obligations with respect to refugees and
affirm Canada’s commitment to
international efforts to provide assistance
to those in need of resettlement;

(c) to support the development of a strong
and prosperous Canadian economy, in
which the benefits of immigration are
shared across all regions of Canada;

You don't need to consider every factor
every time, only important ones

(e) supports the commitment of the
Government of Canada to enhance the
vitality of the English and French linguistic
minority communities in Canada; and

(a) to recognize that the refugee program
is in the first instance about saving lives
and offering protection to the displaced
and persecuted;

(b.1) to support and assist the
development of minority official languages
communities in Canada;

(e) to promote the successful integration
of permanent residents into Canada, while
recognizing that integration involves
mutual obligations for new immigrants
and Canadian society;

(d) ensures that decisions taken under
this Act are consistent with the Canadian
Charter of Rights and Freedoms,
including its principles of equality and
freedom from discrimination and of the
equality of English and French as the
official languages of Canada;

Contextual approach
Case: Rizzo shoes

Addressing criminality is more serious
objective of IRPA
Case: Medocarksi

Must exhaust rights of appeal under IRPA first
IRPA: 72(2)

s. 2: defines “federal board, commission
or other tribunal” to include all officers and
decision-makers who are part of
immigration regime - this is the right court.
Statute: Federal Court Act

No appeal for denial of leave to appeal
IRPA: 72(2)(e)

Make application for leave to appeal.
Leave should be granted unless it is "plan
and obvious" no chance of success
Case: Saleh

No appeal of interlocutory judgement
(preliminary decision made prior to main
decision such as staying an order)
IRPA: 72(2)

Federal Court of Appeal: only access if
trial judge certifies that a "serious
question of general importance" is
involved and states the question

1. Access to Federal Court (of Appeals)

IRPA: 72(2)(e)
Statute: Federal Court Act

(a) acted without jurisdiction, acted
beyond its jurisdiction or refused to
exercise its jurisdiction
(b) failed to observe a principle of natural
justice, procedural fairness or other
procedure that it was required by law to
observe
Behaviour passes thresholds of act. "FC
may grant relief…if it is satisfied that the
federal board, commission or other
tribunal"
Federal Court Act: 18.1(4)

(c) erred in law in making a decision or an
order, whether or not the error appears
on the face of the record
(d) based its decision or order on an
erroneous finding of fact that it made in a
perverse or capricious manner or without
regard for the material before it.
(e) acted, or failed to act, by reason of
fraud or perjured evidence
(f) acted in any other way that was
contrary to law

Constitutional arguments (which see)
Prohibition (proscribing future action)
Federal Court Act: 18(1)

Federal Court will only substitute its
judgement for original by attaching
directions to its judgement. But the court
is reluctant to do this. Only where a single
legal conclusion is possible and there are
no factual disagreements.

Judicial Review at
Federal Court

Certiorari (quash decision already made)

Case: Xin

Federal Court Act: 18(1)

Declaration
Federal Court Act: 18.1(3)

Injunction
Federal Court Act: 18.1(3)

Public legal duty to act
Duty owed to applicants
Applicant satisfied all conditions precedent

Mandamus (decision-maker required to
perform duty) requires:

Clear right to performance of duty

Case: Vaziri

Prior demand for performance,
reasonable time to comply with demand
(or outright refusal), an express refusal or
implied refusal through unreasonable
delay

No other adequate remedy available to applicants
Order sought must be of some practical value
No equitable bar to relief (clean hands)

2. If access, choose:

On a balance of convenience, mandamus should lie

Prerogative writs (requirement at Federal Court)

s. 18.2 of the Federal Courts Act gives the
FC the ability to make any interim orders
that it considers appropriate. This
includes granting a stay before or after a
decision on leave has been made.

§ The applicant must show that they have
raised a serious issue to be tried;

§ The applicant must show that they
would suffer irreparable harm if no order
was granted; and
Interim stay

3 part test in Manitoba (AG) v.
Metropolitan Stores, adopted for removal
orders in Toth:

· normally, applicant must only show that
it’s not frivolous or vexatious: Mauricette
· Mauricette: interests of children are to
be taken into account in stay applications
(Baker)
· note: in Toth, disruption to business/life
was not fully compensable in damages,
therefore met threshold
· Omar: must be more than mere speculation.
· note: severity of consequences to the
applicant is relevant here.

§ The applicant must show that the
balance of convenience, considering the
total situation of both parties, favours the
order

· Omar v. Canada: reason for removal
order affects balance. Favours Minister
when there is a persistent or serious
criminal element, or welfare fraud- goes to
public interest.
· Ghahremani: unrest in Iran weighed in
favour of stay of removal
· Mauricette: when the court finds a
serious issue and irreparable harm,
balance “will flow with the applicant.”
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Permanent resident may appeal decision
made outside of Canada on residency
obligation
IRPA: 63(4)

If the application is based on membership
in the family class, H&C can only be
considered if foreign national meets
definition of being in family class and
sponsor meets definition of sponsor in
regs
Protected person, permanent resident
visa holder may appeal removal order

IRPA: 65

IRPA: 63(2)

Permanent resident may appeal removal order
IRPA: 63(3)

Access to IAD

No appal allowed if finding of
inadmissibility was made on grounds of
misrepresentation
IRPA: 64(3)

Except if foreign national's sponsor's
family member (nuclear)

IAD
Sponsor of foreign national via family class
IRPA: 63(1)

If the application is based on membership
in the family class, H&C can only be
considered if foreign national meets
definition of being in family class and
sponsor meets definition of sponsor in
regs
IRPA: 65

Minister may appeal any decision of the
Immigration Division on admissibility
IRPA: 63(5)

Allow appeal

Powers of IAD

Stay removal order

IRPA: 66

Dismiss appeal
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de novo hearing. IAD can consider
factors original decision-maker did
not have before them. No
deference
IAD must consider everything
relevant because of equitable
jurisdiction

Except if the person was found
inadmissible on grounds of
security, violating human or
international rights, serious
criminality (i.e. punished in
Canada by 2 or more years),
organized criminality
IRPA: 64

What is the desired outcome? Status of
protected person, the same as successful
refugee.

§ Access: s. 112. In Canada and subject
to either an enforceable removal order or
named in security certificate.

subject to extradition; those ineligible for
refugee claim because of Safe Third
Country agreement (ignore s. 115(3))

o Not entitled to apply:

o Previously rejected people can make
more applications, but there will be no
stay (Reg 165)

Grounds: flight risk, danger, identity
IRPA: 58

S. 57 detention review: 48 hours,
once during 7 days and then once
every 30 days

o Those who have been determined
ineligible, or “abandoned” an earlier claim
[didn’t show up], or left the country- there
is a 6 month waiting period before you
can make another PRRA app

§ Inadmissible on serious grounds (s. 112(3))
§ Earlier refugee claim rejected because
of s. 98 grounds- prevents contradictory
results.

Detention

o Burden of Proof: Para 16 Onus
always on the Minister but reasons at
prior reviews could be compelling and
make a prima facie case

§ Named in a security certificate
o If you belong to one of these 3 groups,
positive decision means that the removal
order will just be stayed. Not protected
status- see s. 114(2). Changing
circumstances may lead to
re-examination/revocation of stay. As well,
restrictive criteria will be used in
assessing PRRA- s. 97 (torture, cruel &
unusual) and there is a balancing of risk
to person with danger to public/security
(s. 113(d))

These people cannot get the status:

May become a deportation order if person
does not appear for departure within 30
days
Person who leaves under a departure
order does not require special
authorization in order to return.

Departure

Some recipients: Permanent Residents
who fail to comply with residence
obligation or conditions attached to their
status, Persons who are making claims
for protection who have been found
eligible to make a claim to IRB and a)
who don’t have a visa b) have overstayed.

o Raza: What is “new” evidence? 5
factors to take into account, at para. 13:

Regs: 224

PRRA: after individual has been
issued removal order

§ Basically, the threshold for considering evidence.
§ Credibility
§ failed refugees may only introduce new evidence.

Must get written authorization to return to
Canada during a one year period after
order is enforced.

Different types of orders

§ Relevance
§ Must be responsive to something that
was earlier presented or determined

Removal

§ Materiality

UNLESS the ground for the order is
inadmissibility by reason of
misrepresentation in which case the
period is two years

§ If it was reasonably available at prior
hearing, don’t consider it now

Exclusion
Regs: 225

Where the ground of inadmissibility is that
they are accompanying an inadmissible
family member they may return without
written authorization

§ no right to an oral hearing. Regs s. 167
identifies criteria: credibility, relevance
and potential to be determinative

foreign national must obtain written
authorization before return

Deportation

§ s. 115: if you are protected person, you
are entitled not to be sent back to your
home country where risk exists.

Regs: 226

Possibility of rehabilitation

Principle of Non-refoulement

Support available to appellant within
family, community
Dislocation to family that deportation would cause
Family in Canada
Length of time spent in Canada
Seriousness of offence
All circumstances surrounded failure
Degree of hardship to appellant upon
return to country of nationality
Degree appellant established in Canada
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o Bhallu: exceptional nature of hearings.
Regs s. 167 referred to. All 3 criteria must
be met for an oral hearing- this was
stated by judge, but not found in text of
Regulations.

List illustrative, not exhaustive.
Weight to vary.

o However: Person may be sent back to
face torture in limited circumstances. The
above entitlement does not apply to those
who are a danger to the country. (this
parallels the relevant international
Convention) - process found in Suresh
§ Evans says no: PRRA looks at risk
alone. Children are irrelevant to this
determination if they are citizens (born
here).

Factors to consider pre-removal
when exercising discretion
Case: Ribic

Varga: do the interests of the child have
to be considered in a PRRA application?

§ Interests of Child do not need to be
considered in every application: would be
considered instead on H&C application,
and possibly during s. 48 assessment of
what’s “reasonably practicable” for
removal time.

Born in Canada
Various retroactive measures for those
who lost citizenship previously
Born outside Canada and one parent is a
Canadian citizen (who didn't receive
Citizenship this way - one generation rule)
Citizenship Act: 3(3)(a)

Going to be stateless from amendments? exception.
Citizenship Act: 5(5)

age: 18+ years
Centralized Existence
Physical Residency

• Physical presence
Residency: definition. use any one of three tests

• Immediate family location
Factors

New bill from government proposes
requiring the physical presence in
Canada test
Standard of review: deference in terms of choice of test.
Exception: s. 5(1.1): if you are living with
Canadian who works outside the country,
counts as residence.

How to apply

Adequate knowledge of one official
language of Canada
Adequate knowledge of "responsibilities
and privileges of citizenship"

How to get it
Citizenship Act: 3(1)

Not subject to a removal order or s. 20 declaration
• 5.1: shall grant citizenship to adopted
child, in lawful circumstances

Granted or acquired citizenship
Citizenship Act: 5, 11

• 5(2): minor children of naturalizing
parents, who are permanent residents

• Following sections provide for special treatment

Citizenship

• 5(3): compassionate discretion- minister
may waive above requirements of
knowledge of language/citizenship, or of
age. May also waive requirement to take
oath for those without capacity to
understand [mental disability]
• 5(4): Cabinet may direct Minister to
grant citizenship when a person deserves
it- either for hardship, or for exceptional
service to the country.

§ s. 19(2): if minister has opinion that
person is involved with security threat or
organized crime, makes report to SIRCprocess of investigation under CSIS Act,
which ends w/ Cabinet determination.
Negative Criteria- who CAN’T get citizenship

§ s. 20: Where Cabinet declares
reasonable grounds to believe in security
risk or criminal activity, can make
declaration that blocks citizenship. This is
conclusive proof.
§ s. 22: can’t be in jail, or 22(2) have been
convicted of indictable offence within last
3 years.

§ S. 10: You CAN lose citizenship when
GiC (cabinet) is satisfied on Minister’s
report that you committed false
representation or knowingly concealed
material info.
o Minister gives notice that report will be sent to Cabinet
o Applicant has 30 days to request it be
sent to Federal Court
Revocation of Citizenship
§ Procedure

o Federal Court would then decide
whether citizenship was obtained
improperly- just makes a determination.
Not a question of whether it SHOULD be
revoked. Also, no appeal from this
decision.
o Once Federal Court finds impropriety in
application, this is sent to Cabinet, who
exercises discretion on revocation.

new bill will make it easier for the
government to revoke citizenship, could
have retrospective effect
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• Extent of absences
• Absence caused by temporary situation?

3 years of residence in Canada during previous 4

Definition: A class of persons who may
become permanent residents on the basis of
their experience in Canada. Requirements:

Canada Experience Class
Regs: 87.1

Have acquired in Canada within the 24
months before the day on which their
application for permanent residence is made at
least 12 months of full-time work
experience , or the equivalent in part-time
work experience, in one or more occupations
that are listed in Skill Type 0 Management
Occupations or Skill Level A or B of the
National Occupational Classification matrix, and
have acquired that work experience after
having obtained a diploma or degree OR
Have acquired in Canada within the 36
months before the day on which their
application for permanent residence is made at
least 24 months of full-time work
experience , or the equivalent in part-time
work experience, in one or more occupations
that are listed in Skill Type 0 Management
Occupations or Skill Level A or B of the
National Occupational Classification matrix AND
Have English or French language ability
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Few applicants (372 principals in 2009)

1. Has business experience: at least 2
one-year periods of managing a qualifying
business and control of a % of equity of
the business for a period of 5 years prior
to application

Definition:
Regs: 88\

Qualifying business: cannot be primarily
for deriving investment income (e.g. a
holding company) as Canada wants to
create jobs

2. Net worth of 300k
3. Written statement of intent and ability to meet conditions

Adaptability: 6 points for business
exploration trip or participation in federal
provincial initiative

Points system (need 35 of 96
points - easy to meet)

Entrepreneurs

Language: Max 24 points for both official languages
Business Experience: 35 points for 5 years
Education: 5 to 25 points (for Masters + 17 years)
Age: 21-49 years rewarded

If fail on points, substituted evaluation
Regs: 76(3)

Control 33.3 equity of qualifying Canadian business

Conditional Entry until:

Active management of qualifying
Canadian business
Create one job for non-family member
(full-time job for Canadain citizen or PR)
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- Must meet conditions for a year
within 3 years of becoming a PR
- Permanent address required
after 6 months
- Evidence of efforts to comply
required after 18 months
- Evidence of compliance required
within 3 years
If you don't meet requirements,
you and your family lose status

If person was not made available at the
time that the sponsor applied, but should
have been.
Case: De Guzman

If you gained a dependent between the
time of the visa application process and
arriving at the border, it should have been
disclosed at the Port of Entry.
Case: de la Fuente

Being misinformed by a crooked
immigration consultant is no excuse.
Case: Sultana

Those in refugee camps are in such a
disadvantaged position that we cannot
reasonably expect complete candour
Woman had separated from her husband.
identified them as divorced. They were
reconciling.

Misrepresentation (family members that
should have been disclosed are aren't are
no longer eligible as members of the
family class)
Regs: 117(9)d

Not restricted person/relationship

Unconstitutional on s. 15 grounds to apply
to a UNHCR selected refugee

H&C applies

Case: Aziz

No H&C for bad faith appeal

IRPA: 25

Marriage defined in Regs s.2: “marriage”,
in respect of a marriage that took place
outside Canada, means a marriage that is
valid both under the laws of the
jurisdiction where it took place and under
Canadian law.

Canadian citizen or Permanent resident
At least 18
Sponsor must show they meet definition of sponsor
Regs: 130\

Play is allowed in this category in
borderline situations such as cousins that
were not properly married elsewhere but
would be legally married in Canada

Resides in Canada - or will, upon
applicant’s return
Has filled out an application in accordance
with requirements.

Not subject to a removal order

R: Policy Manual

Not in jail

Except if one of the partners is under 16

Sponsor's spouse

No criminal code conviction/No conviction
outside Canada: for a sexual offence, or
an offence causing harm to a relative [5
year time limit]

Regs: 117(9)

If polygamy is allowed elsewhere, we do
not hold them as being inadmissible on
account of bigamy

Except if multiple partners: then can only
bring one partner (either first or most
recent)

Not in default of another undertaking or support order

Regs: 117(9)

Not in default of a debt owed to Canada

Definition: in a conjugal relationship
cohabitating for a year

Who can sponsor?

Sponsor meets requirements

Has minimum income to support applicant
[exception for spouse & children]

unless cohabitation is impossible because
of persecution or penal control (s. 2)
IRPA: 1

Persecution defined as serious
infringement of your human rights (or
case of same-sex relationship)

Not in receipt of social assistance for
anything but disability

Sponsor's common-law partner

Existing sponsorship by sponsor: can't
sponsor a new person until the required
number of years have gone by for
previous person sponsored

Def'n: Someone in a conjugal relationship
Shelter: partners live together in same
home as a couple (and whether there is
evidence that they intend to do so in
Canada)

Regs: 117(9)

Sexual and personal behavior: (How the
partners met, evidence of the
development of their relationship, and
whether the partners’ relationship is
exclusive, committed, loving, intimate and
evidenced by emotional, intellectual and
physical interaction. Sex is not an
absolute requirement but a positive
indicator.

e.g. Do men do enough housework?

Sponsor agrees to undertaking
Regs: 132

Get witness statements. Do people in
your community perceive you as similar to
a married couple?

Difference between the two determined by
how many of these factors are met. That
is why sharing economic responsibilities
is important.

Family Class

§ 10 years or age 25 for dependent children
§ 10 years for others.

Onus is on appellant to show s. 4 does not apply

Regs: 4(1), 2 (adopted child def'n)

In the past, someone could
start a relationship for
fraudulent reasons and it could
grow to be genuine. Not so
under proposed regulation.

Can sponsor members of the
family class, namely:
IRPA: 117(1)

Bad faith regardless of whether genuine
for only one party

Sponsor's conjugal partner

Relationship is not genuine, AND

Case: Tran

Factors for finding conjugal relationship:
Case: M v. H

Test:
Regs: 4

Children: (The existence of children) and
the partners’ attitude and conduct towards
children in the context of their
relationship.

Was entered into primarily for the
purposes of immigration

Similarly, cannot dissolve a relationship
for immigration purposes (presumably
with the intent of remarrying later)

Government proposing change to
make this "or" so that
decision-maker can combat fraud
(disjunctive vs. conjunctive)

Regs: 4.1

Case: Champagne

Bad Faith Relationship?

Cultural compatibility

o Capacity to consent: The partners must
be capable of freely consenting to a
conjugal relationship as well as
understand its nature and consequences.

Current intention of parties

Not prohibited by degrees of
consanguinity (law in Canada preventing
siblings or half-siblings does not apply
here)

Conduct when they met

How long they've been together
How much time physically spent together
As much knowledge of past as is available
Conduct of daily lives
How much partners know about each other

The relationship must not be a “precursor”
to a conjugal relationship: e.g. dating is
not a conjugal relationship before
marriage-like relationship is established

Case: Champagne

Factors for applying test:
Case: Chavez

Provision of financial support
Previous applications to get into Canada

Sponsor's mother or father

Marriage to avoid removal
Previous immigration marriage/previous fraud

Date for age of child: application date

Arranged marriage

Hamid

Date for determining whether enrolled in
school: assessment date

Level of contact
Do you support partner's children as your own?

Some Federal Court jurisprudence to
suggest that step-family doesn't count
and what counts is blood

Dependent child of sponsor

Age or religion differences
Case: Champagne

Pull factors for one party (e.g. from Viet Nam in case)

Hamid

Case: Champagne

Some Federal Court jurisprudence to
suggest that step-family doesn't count
and what counts is blood
Grandparent
Orphaned child under 18 (sibling,
nephew, niece, grandchild)

Homestudy requirement from approved agency
Some countries blacklisted

· s. 117(2): foreign child only considered
part of family class if their adoption is in
their best interest (Hague Convention on
Adoption). Criteria in (3): competent
authority has approved, parental consent,
in accordance with laws of home country

o Permanent residents who want to adopt
must apply to sponsor the child, the child
arrives as a permanent resident, and
child will need a medical exam
o Citizens who want to adopt may bring
them over as a permanent resident, or
apply to have child’s citizenship granted
at time of adoption. No medical needed.
However, that child cannot pass on their
citizenship by descent. May instead want
to naturalize.

Child to be adopted
Regs: 117(2)

· Choice for parents:

Residual case: if sponsor doesn't have
individual who fits into above categories
either in or out of Canada can sponsor
other blood or adopted relative

Would allow looking to past
(why relationship entered into)
or present (what is happening
now with immigration
application)
CBA charges this could affect
arranged marriages because
mobility often factor in
choosing partner.
Government rebuts that in such
a case immigration would not
be primary purpose of marriage

Speak same language?

Societal perception: Whether the partners
are treated or perceived by the community
as a couple.
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§ 3 years for partner/spouse
o Duration of responsibility:

Discretion for enforcement of undertaking:
province and feds have a case by case
discretion not to enforce undertaking

Applies to spouse, common-law partner,
conjugal partner, adopted child

Onus: a pplicant must satisfy
visa officer that they are in the
identified relationship with
sponsor

o Social activities: Whether the partners
share time together or participate in
leisure activity together - Whether they
have relationships or interaction with each
other’s respective family.

Have they talked about this?

Sponsor must undertake to reimburse the
federal & provincial governments for
every benefit provided as social
assistance to the sponsored foreign
national & their family.

Case: Mavi

Services: Whether household and other
family-type responsibilities are shared
and whether there is evidence of mutual
assistance especially in time of need.

o Economic support: Are partners
financially interdependent or dependent?
Looks permanent when the partners have
joined, to some extent, their financial
affairs (for instance, as in joint-ownership)
or arranged them to reflect their ongoing
relationship (for instance, naming the
other partner beneficiary in an insurance
policy or will).

Not an undischarged bankrupt

Regs: 133(1)

IAD seeking "dominant driving
force". Ferreting out people trying
to con system. Probability
immigration w as a factor in
r elationship not enough.
Factors are relevant but none is
determinative. Some can be
w eightier.

2800 principal applicants in 2009

Critique: a lot of people under program
having difficulty forging connections in
Canada, leaving after obtaining
citizenship

Business Experience: management of 5+
full-time job equivalents
Two years of "business experience"

Definition:

Includes spouse/common-law partner assets
Legally obtained net worth of $800,000+
$400k investment in an approved fund
(have made or intend to make) for 5 years

Adaptability: Post-secondary education
considered, spouse's education
considered, history of work or study in
Canada considered

Investor

Points system (need 35 of 96 points)

Language: Max 24 points for both official languages
Business Experience: 35 points for 5 years
Education: 5 to 25 points (for Masters + 17 years)
Age: 21-49 years rewarded

If fail on points, substituted evaluation
76(3)

Unconditional status
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Virtually zero regs and legislation about
who gets chosen
§ Skilled Workers: higher skill occupations
in Matrix, experience required, job surplus
opinion must be provided.
§ International Graduates: must have
graduated in Canada w/in 2 years, have
job offer [less stringent on skilled
occupation]
Business skills

§ Health Care workers: must meet
provincial regulatory requirement for their
profession, employment comes through
Health Match BC
§ Pilot Project: semi-skilled temporary
workers in hospitality, food processing, or
trucking. Must have 9 months experience
and offer of continued employment.
Employers take some risk, vouch for
employees.
§ aims to attract entrepreneurs by offering
expedited permanent residency. Must be
qualified to run a business and be ready
to invest a large amount in a value-added
industry.
· must also create Canadian jobs
· Special priority given to badly needed
economic development: partnerships with
First Nations, expanding Asian business
links, supporting cutting-edge
technologies (e.g. green tech and
computers), and dealing with the
Mountain Pine Beetle infestation

British Columbia general
categories

o All applicants pay $550 fee.

Regional business

§ Minimum net worth: $800k/400k,
investment: $400k/200k (depending on
location: inside/outside of Vancouver
area)
§ A performance agreement with the
province must be signed, outlining the
steps to be taken in establishing the
business.

Provincial Nominees
Regs: 87

· Nomination occurs when these terms of
the agreement are fulfilled; alternatively,
one can give a $125,000 deposit to the
province for immediate nomination, which
will be refunded when the terms are
fulfilled.

Must have an offer for permanent
full-time employment with an
eligible employer

§ Province using immigration powers here
to push for targeted economic
development.
§ a way for corporations to facilitate the
admission of key senior employees, with
the goal of permanent economic
expansion into BC.
§ minimum investment of $500,000 in an
eligible business will allow the company to
send up to five employees to BC.
Strategic projects

§ at least three jobs for Canadians or
permanent residents must be created for
each nominee applicant put forward.
§ A performance agreement with the
province is also required under this
category, but the option of immediate
nomination through a deposit is not
offered

Need to be admissible

Need to intend to stay in that province
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intent to stay in province is not binding

· e.g. manufacturing, research,
technology, and tourism-attracting
enterprises.

o tolerance for a high level of informality
and expeditiousness (as much as fairness
will allow)
§ s. 85(3) - provides administrative
support to advocates
§ s. 85.1: job is to protect the interests of
names party. may challenge the claims of
danger/injuriousness, and
relevance/reliability/sufficiency
§ advocate is not a party and is not in a
solicitor-client relationship (although
communications are privileged).
§ Minister obliged to provide the advocate
with the evidence, but not the party
themselves. Is that enough?
§ s. 85.4(2): after seeing evidence, the
advocate may communicate with others
only with permission and subject to
conditions [implication is that the named
party cannot hear about it]

o the appointment of a special advocate.
[less power than SIRC used to have]

§ ss. 86-87.1 discuss confidentiality rules
in admissibility, detention reviews,
appeals to IAD and judicial review
applications. A parallel procedure is
therefore in place for these proceedings,
where similar issues of protected
information arise.

s. 77(1): certificate signed by 2 ministers,
stating that person is inadmissible on
most serious grounds (security, int’l rights,
organized criminality). (2): Minister shall
file the information on which the certificate
is based, allowing person to be
reasonably informed of reason for
certificate, without risking security. Not
required to show all information- may be
removed from context of person’s story.
Relevant information may therefore be
withheld from view of court or advocate.

§ s. 83 is 10 parts, requiring the following:

o the power to hear information in camera
if the judge believes that disclosure would
be injurious to national security or
endanger a person’s safety

Security Certificates

o assurance of confidentiality by judge
s. 80: if security certificates passes
scrutiny in formal terms, it is conclusive
proof of inadmissibility, and counts as an
enforceable removal order, without any
further hearing (e.g. examination,
admissibility hearing).

o judge must also make sure the subject
gets a summary of evidence unless it
would be injurious…
o evidence withdrawn by minister must
remain confidential
o opportunity to be heard
§ s. 1.1 evidence believed (on reasonable
grounds) to be obtained by torture cannot
be included

s. 78: Federal Court designated judge
must determine the reasonableness of the
certificate.

o standard of evidence is anything that
the judge believes is reliable and
appropriate (even if inadmissible in court)
o judge may base a decision on evidence
even if not included in summary given
o no decision to be based on irrelevant or
withdrawn evidence

o Judge found that destruction of notes
was a breach of duty. Summary not
enough (judge should at least be able to
review original information). However,
court not willing to void the security
certificate on this basis.
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§ Ministers also filed fresh allegations
against Charkaoui. Hearing postponed to
give C more time to assess this.
Allegations based on interviews with
CSIS, so C requested original
notes/transcripts of interviews (rather than
summary). As matter of policy, CSIS
destroys notes once summary completed
(!). Charkaoui claims that this violates
procedural fairness.

Charkaoui 2 (SCC 2008)

Few applicants (179 principals in
2009). Note narrow definition.

Athletics coaches, music teachers have
been success stories
Farmers have largely failed here:
Canadian farming is often on a larger
scale than elsewhere
Relevant experience: 2 years of
employment and for cultural or athletics or
2 years participation at a world-class level
or a combination of one year of each

Definition:
88\

Has "relevant experience" and has the
intention and ability to be self-employed in
Canada and make a "significant
contribution" to "specified economic
activities"

Self-employed

Specified activities: athletics, the
purchase and management of a farm,
cultural activities
Significant contribution: undefined

Adaptability: Post-secondary education
considered, spouse's education
considered, history of work or study in
Canada considered

Points system (need 35 of 96 points)

Language: Max 24 points for both official languages
Business Experience: 35 points for 5 years
Education: 5 to 25 points (for Masters + 17 years)
Age: 21-49 years rewarded

If fail on points, substituted evaluation
76(3)

Unconditional status
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Substituted evaluation (see main flowchart)
76(3)

Unconditional status
Have a specific job lined up
IRPA: 87.3

0111: Financial Managers
0213: Computer and Information Systems Managers
0311: Managers in Health Care
0631: Restaurant and Food Service Managers

Need too have performed actions in the
lead statement including all essential
duties and a "substantial" number of main
duties

0632: Accommodation Service Managers
0711: Construction Managers
1111: Financial Auditors and Accountants

Regs: 75(2)

2113: Geologists, Geochemists and Geophysicists

Standard: reasonableness
Argument: visa officer took wrong thing to
account (identified something as essential
that was not)

One year full-time employment (or
part-time equivalent) within last 10 years
in one or more listed occupations on the
National Occupational Classification
matrix under Skill Type 0 or Skill Level A
or B

Ways to attack decision on review:

NOC says person performs "some or all
of duties". This simply means more than
one (= substantial number)

2143: Mining Engineers
2144: Geological Engineers

Definition:

2145: Petroleum Engineers

Regs: 75(2)

3111: Specialist Physicians
3112: General Practitioners and Family Physicians

Interpretation: use liberal approach with criteria as guide

3141: Audiologists and Speech Language Pathologists

Case: Federal Court

3142: Physiotherapists
If skilled worker doesn't meet definition,
stop: not open to substitutive evaluation

3143: Occupational Therapists
3151: Head Nurses and Supervisors

Regs: 75(3)

3152: Registered Nurses
3215: Medical Radiation Technologists

If coming with spouse, interested in them

3233: Licensed Practical Nurses

Post-secondary education considered,
spouse's education considered, history of
work or study in Canada considered

Skilled Workers

Adaptability: 10 points (includes 5 points
for arranged employment)

File only considered if:
(Post-November 2008)

4121: University Professors
On list of 38 jobs

Regs: 83

Points for having family in Canada, even extended family
Interview not a place to test language
proficiency, but integrity issues may be
raised

IRPA: 87.3

6241: Chefs
6242: Cooks
7213: Contractors and Supervisors,
Pipefitting Trades

Language: Max 24 points for both official
languages (16 points for first language, 8
points for second)

R: Policy Manual

7215: Contractors and Supervisors,
Carpentry Trades

Regs: 79

Arranged employment: 10 points
Regs: 82(2)

7217: Contractors and Supervisors,
Heavy Construction Equipment Crews

Points system (need 67 points)
IRPA: 76(2)

7241: Electricians (Except Industrial and Power System)

Don't use Canadian standards for
education (e.g. law degree usually a first
degree elsewhere - gets you 20 points)
Determined by number of years of education

4131: College and Other Vocational Instructors

7242: Industrial Electricians
7251: Plumbers
Education: 25 points (for Masters + 17 years)

7252: Steamfitters, Pipefitters and
Sprinkler System Installers

Regs: 78(2)

7265: Welders and Related Machine Operators

Age: 10 points: 16-54 years rewarded
Regs: 81

7312: Heavy-Duty Equipment Mechanics
7371: Crane Operators

Experience: 21 points
Regs: 80

7372: Drillers and Blasters – Surface
Mining, Quarrying and Construction
8221: Supervisors, Mining and Quarrying
8222: Supervisors, Oil and Gas Drilling and Service
9212: Supervisors, Petroleum, Gas and
Chemical Processing and Utilities
International students

Criteria to be met at time of application
and assessment

Time for meeting requirements

If more education obtained by time of
assessment, consider it
R: Policy Manual
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Work permit

which see

Regs: 200

6. No IAD access. But try Federal Court Appeal
Definition of studies
Regs: 1

Status granted at border, not upon receipt of visa

5. Test applied by visa officer and
at Port of Entry

May have to go through entire application
process at PoE again (though unlikely)

Can apply when entering Canada if US
resident, or a FN whose permit
application was not yet issued (but
applied).
apply within 90 days of expiry of
authorization; hold a work permit; subject
to unenforceable removal order; hold a
temporary resident permit

Default: admitted for 6 months
Extensions or reductions in this time are
made at the PoE, not at the visa stage

Passport expiry date

Exceptions to necessity of applying before
coming to Canada

4. Time

Financial means of support
Duration for which person has applied

Factors to consider for length of stay allowed:
Regs: 183(2)

Regs: 260

Family member of a FN in above
circumstances can also apply for study
permit.

Must meet definitions to be eligible
1. Has applied as a visitor, worker, or
student and meets requirements for
admission for class

Hamid

Date for age of child: application date

Definition: spouse, common law partner,
dependent child, dependent child of
dependent child (nuclear family)

Hamid

Date for determining whether enrolled in
school: assessment date

Dependent child definition
2

§ Regs 220: officer must be satisfied they
have enough financial resources to pay
tuition, maintain themselves and be
transported home.
§ 221: cannot issue permit to anyone who
has worked unauthorized in last 6
months.

s. 1(1)
s.1(2)
s.1(3)

Hamid

3. Family allowed to bring: family members

Only if accompanying
Inadmissibility requirements same as for
foreign nationals except that financial
requirements differ

Family members must not be inadmissible

§ 222: permit invalid when it expires, or
removal order becomes enforceable.
Tourists

Onus on applicant to satisfy
officer they are admissible Obeng

s. 70(1)e

s. 70

If get a temporary resident permit instead
of a visa (discretionary class) then can't
bring family members.

2. Requirements: officer shall issue if

Visitor is everyone who doesn't have
other two permits

Regs: 179

Regs: 192, 195

Regs: s. 11(2)

Regs: 187(1)

Temporary Resident Visa

Immigration office of country where
applicant is residing if admitted for 1
year+

Dual intent: wanting to be a PR does nor
preclude coming as a temporary as well,
so long as officer is convinced person will
leave if their application fails

Regs: s. 11(2)

Otherwise "lawfully admitted" requirement
is to be applied flexibly
R: Operational Manual

Business visitors. Test: primary source of
remuneration for business activities must
be outside Canada and primary place of
business and place of accrual of profits
outside Canada. Else, person is
considered to be entering labour market.
Those who can work without a permit
under grade agreements such as NAFTA,
Europe, Peru, Child, Israel, Colombia,
Costa Rica, others

One serving applicant's country of nationality

Office to apply to

Strictly applied: refugees in Canada and
US are not "lawfully admitted" until
application accepted.

IRPA: 22(2)\

If stateless, apply to country of "habitual
residence" (if lawfully admitted)

Showing strong links to home country
such as Family ties at home

Regs: s. 11(2)

2. Will leave Canada by the end of the
authorized period (primary concern)

Citizens of many countries exempt from
requirement: US, UK, Andorra, Antigua
and Barbuda, Australia, Austria,
Bahamas, Barbados, Belgium, Botswana,
Brunei, Darussalam, Croatia, Cyprus,
Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France,
Federal Republic of Germany, Greece,
Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Japan,
Republic of Korea, Latvia, Liechtenstein,
Luxembourg, Malta, Monaco, Namibia,
Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway,
Papua New Guinea, Portugal, St. Kitts
and Nevis, St. Lucia, St. Vincent, Samoa,
San Marino, Singapore, Slovakia,
Slovenia, Solomon Islands, Spain,
Swaziland, Sweden or Switzerland

1. Must enter Canada with visa
(unless exception)
IRPA: 11(1)

Except for neighbouring states such as
USA, Greenland
3. Holds a valid passport or similar documents
Regs: 52(1)

4. Not inadmissible
5. Has submitted to a medical exam
where required
If represented by an immigration
consultant, they are a member of an
association if paid
Regs: 10(2)

Exceptions

R: Operational Manual

H&C exception
IRPA: 25

Mavis Baker
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Case: Obeng

Travel patterns (history of travelling)
Case: Dhillon

Statutorily broad: must consider
applications from those in Canada and
can consider applications from those
outside Canada
Limited in practice because not applied to
non-PR applicants

will have enough dollars to live here, leave
Satisfied by:

Stable work at home

Regs: 190

Apply factors: degree of establishment in
Canada, connection to country of origin,
current immigration status, links with
family members

Can apply from within Canada if they:

Study permit

Must be valid for entire period of stay.
Some Canadian offices require it to be
valid for 6 months beyond stay duration
and include a blank page

Can renew if application made before
expiry, all conditions complied with, and
they remain in good standing at
educational institution.

Definition of work: "activity for which
wages are paid or commission earned, or
is in direct competition with the activities
of Canadian citizens or PR in Canadian
labour market."
Regs: 2

Exempt: Business visitor, full-time
student, performing artist (limited) or
athlete.
Regs: 186

Citizen of UK, US Andorra, Antigua and
Barbuda, Australia, Austria, Bahamas,
Barbados, Belgium, Botswana, Brunei
Darussalam, Croatia, Cyprus, Denmark,
Estonia, Finland, France, Federal
Republic of Germany, Greece, Hungary,
Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Republic of
Korea, Latvia, Liechtenstein,
Luxembourg, Malta, Monaco, Namibia,
Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway,
Papua New Guinea, Portugal, St. Kitts
and Nevis, St. Lucia, St. Vincent, Samoa,
San Marino, Singapore, Slovakia,
Slovenia, Solomon Islands, Spain,
Swaziland, Sweden or Switzerland;
If job requires an LMO need to get
prescreened as LMO exempt

Foreign nationals may not work in
Canada without a work permit
IRPA: 30(1)

Except can apply when entering Canada
if you don't need a visa to come to
Canada:
Regs: 198(1)

hold a work permit;

Applications for work permits must
be made from outside Canada

are working in Canada under the authority
of section 186 and are not a business
visitor within the meaning of section 187;
hold a study permit;
hold a temporary resident permit that is
valid for at least six months;
are a family member of a person
described in any of paragraphs (a) to (d);
are in a situation described in section 206
or 207; (Classes applying for permanent
resident status) applied for a work permit
before entering Canada and the
application was approved in writing but
they have not been issued the permit; are
applying as a trader or investor,
intra-company transferee or professional

Allows holder to seek & accept
employment, work for anyone.

And some can apply from within Canada
Regs: 199

Need a positive medical exam for
completely open permit, otherwise cannot
work in public health or agriculture.

Open Work Permit (default)

§ hired from Mexico & Caribbean
§ max period of 8 months.
§ employers pay for airfare, provide free
housing, workers comp and health
insurance. Must also complete a LMO.

Seasonal Agriculture

if necessary for the competitiveness of
Canada's academic institutions or
economy: no LMO needed for spouses of
temp workers, spouses of students

If HRSDC approves job offer,
Mexico/Caribbean countries actually
recruit

Regs: 205(c)(ii)

§ employers responsible for airfare,
accommodation, insurance.

refugee claimants
Regs: 206

§ employers must complete LMO- efforts
to recruit Canadians.

persons subject to an unenforceable removal order
Regs: 206(b)

is a member of the live-in caregiver class;
is a member of the spouse or
common-law partner in Canada class

Low Skills Pilot Project

§ If bringing family, issues arise about
ability to support. Onus on applicant to
show they can meet expenses (Children
will pay for school).

is a protected person
has applied to become a permanent
resident and the Minister has granted
them an exemption under section 25 of
the Act

includes people becoming permanent if:

1. Starting Point

Regs: 207

§ Can apply for renewal from within Canada

Proper application made for a
particular type of work permit:

is a family member of a person described supra

§ LMO need removed for some
categories of people: business visitors,
professionals, intra-company transferees,
and investors.

Those covered by International and
provincial agreements
Regs: 204

NAFTA

Exempt from LMO:

(a) would create or maintain significant
social, cultural or economic benefits or
opportunities for Canadian citizens or
permanent residents;

2. Requirements for a work permit.
Officer shall issue a permit when
criteria met:

(b) would create or maintain reciprocal
employment of Canadian citizens or
permanent residents of Canada in other
countries;
(i) the work is related to a research,
educational or training program, or
(ii) limited access to the Canadian labour
market is necessary for reasons of public
policy relating to the competitiveness of
Canada’s academic institutions or
economy; or

(c) is designated by the Minister as being
work that can be performed by a foreign
national on the basis of the following
criteria, namely,

§ Business investors don’t need permit.
Professionals & transferees can get
permit at POE [expedited].
Definition
Regs: 2

Regs: 200(1)

Process exists to give them PR status as incentive

Temporary Work Permit

If work
Regs: 205

Live in caregiver

Employers seeking to hire FNs
must first seek a Labour Market
Opinion.

(d) is of a religious or charitable nature.
temporary resident permit holders

§ gov’t assessment of these applications:
1. Does the applicant intend to do this
job? 2. Do they have the ability to do this
job?

§ permits, s. 112: required to have applied
for permit before entering Canada;
successfully completed course of study
equivalent to secondary school; has
training in occupation related to the work
sought; language skills [manual describes
this as safety concern- must be adequate
in relevant part of Canada]; and
employment contract.
Permits for up to 3 years. This is the
amount of time allotted to fulfil PR
requirements.

Regs: 208

temporarily destitute students
Regs: 208

LMO: Employer must (usually)
advertise for Canadian workers
and must apply for a Labour
Market Opinion (LMO) from
Service Canada (the service
branch of HRSDC).

Applying for PR status: Regs s. 113. CB pg 378.

Applicant will leave Canada at end
of authorized period

(a) whether the employment of the foreign
national is likely to result in direct job
creation or job retention for Canadian
citizens or permanent residents;

Case: Malhi

(b) whether the employment of the foreign
national is likely to result in the creation or
transfer of skills and knowledge for the
benefit of Canadian citizens or permanent
residents;
(c) whether the employment of the foreign
national is likely to fill a labour shortage;
(d) whether the wages offered to the
foreign national are consistent with the
prevailing wage rate for the occupation
and whether the working conditions meet
generally accepted Canadian standards;

Officer didn’t believe he would
leave, due to 7x higher salary in
Canada. Fed Court quashed this,
because of insufficient weight was
placed on family and home country
ties.

Applicant has been offered
employment w/ a LMO, or is
exempt from LMO requirement.
Applicant has had medical test (if
required - rare)

(3) An opinion provided by the
Department of Human Resources
Development shall be based on the
following factors:
Regs: 203(3)

(e) whether the employer has made, or
has agreed to make, reasonable efforts to
hire or train Canadian citizens or
permanent residents; and
(f) whether the employment of the foreign
national is likely to adversely affect the
settlement of any labour dispute in
progress or the employment of any person
involved in the dispute.

Largely at discretion of officer

The longer the temporary stay, the
more evidence the applicant will need
to provide of their intention to leave.
If officer satisfied, they are directed to
give long permits because it avoid
unnecessary re-applications.
R: Policy Manual

Except citizens that do not require
passports such as US

4. Duration of permit

Cannot issue a work permit (or other
status) beyond validity of passport
Regs: 52

Criteria for length of permit: duration
of employment, or program in which
participating.
Reasonable to think that they can’t do the work
Job offer would be contrary to
labour dispute
Live-in caregiver, but does not
meet s. 112 criteria
Failed to comply with previous
employment conditions
[unauthorized work/study within
last 6 months]

3. Except in the case of one of
these situations:
Regs: 200(3)
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Do normal PR application. Including test
for admissibility of family members. May
discover that they worked in Canada for
years as a Live-in caregiver only to have
an inadmissible family member!

Is outside of their country of nationality (or
if stateless, outside of former country of
residence) and cannot return due to
well-founded fear of persecution due to
race/religion/nationality/social
group/political opinion.
A Convention refugee is a person who, by
reason of a well-founded fear of
persecution for reasons of race, religion,
nationality, membership in a particular
social group or political opinion,

Convention refugee
IRPA: 96

Must be determined by an officer to meet
the Convention definition

(a) is outside each of their countries of
nationality and is unable or, by reason of
that fear, unwilling to avail themself of the
protection of each of those countries; or
(b) not having a country of nationality, is
outside the country of their former
habitual residence and is unable or, by
reason of that fear, unwilling to return to
that country.

IRPA: 96

1. Choose class

in need of re-settlement because outside
country of nationality, and continues to be
seriously and personally affected by war
or massive human rights violations [very
high threshold].

Country of asylum class:

Process: CBSA officer at Port of Entry
has 3 days to determine whether
someone is eligible to come to Canada as
a refugee claimant

people in refugee-like situations inside
their country of nationality (seriously and
personally affected by civil war, armed
conflict, imprisoned because of
expression of freedom of thought or other
legitimate exercise of civil rights.)

Humanitarian-protected person abroad class
Regs: 146-148

Source Country class:

Under convention obligation not to refoule
refugees

Only specific source countries are
identified: Colombia, El Salvador
Guatemala, DRC, Sierra Leone and
Sudan.

Privately sponsored: sponsoring
organization must show they meet
support criteria, definition requirements

Private sponsors normally support the
sponsored refugees by:
Submit application

providing the cost of food, rent and
household utilities and other day-to-day
living expenses;
Follow process:
providing clothing, furniture and other
household goods;
locating interpreters;
selecting a family physician and dentist;

Regs: 150

Sponsors assist refugees with $ and
settlement- typically commit to 1 year of
support, or until settled, whichever comes
first.

assisting with applying for provincial
health-care coverage and the Interim
Federal Health Program;

In most cases application must be
accompanied by a referral from UNHCR
Sometimes application needs to be
accompanied by an undertaking or private
sponsorship

Refugees

No reasonable prospect of a durable
solution in another country (voluntary
repatriation or re-settlement elsewhere

Sponsors

enrolling children in school and adults in
language training;
trauma because of violence or torture
medical disabilities
effects of systemic discrimination and

2. Check Eligibility

Refugees with special needs related to:

gender persecution (women under the
Women at Risk program).

Joint assistance sponsorship:
Refugees under the JAS program receive
income support from the Government of
Canada. They are also matched with a
private sponsorship group..

Case: Zia

If claim is made in a signatory country w/
fair and effective procedures, visa officer
may determine that a durable solution is
available there.
In a non-signatory country, there is a
presumption that no durable solution
exists

Sufficient financial resources through
sponsorship, government support or
private means. No government support
for Country of Asylum class
Able to become successfully established
in Canada (resourcefulness, relatives,
potential for employment, language skills)

Cannot be inadmissible

can be waived if vulnerable/urgent.
R: Policy Manual

Exceptions for s. 38(1)(c) [excessive
demand on health care] and s. 39
[financial support]
Security, criminality, public health/safety
and misrepresentation still in effect.

Successful refugee’s dependents are
permitted to accompany them: de facto
dependents are allowed- considered
valid, based on realities of refugee
situations.
Where there is urgency to resettle, the
individual may be issued a temporary
residency permit to allow them to come in
to the country.
Effect of safe third country agreement

When protected status has been granted
[applied/eligible/not inadmissible], you
can apply for PR status:
o within 180 days of receiving status (s. 175)
3. After accepted, apply for PR

o after getting PR status, a family
member has one year to apply (s. 176)
o s. 21(2) of IRPA provides special rules
of inadmissibility: ss. 34-38
§ Relatively lax on documentation
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Processes which occur outside of
country, say in a refugee camp,
are much less formal than those
which happen inside Canada.
Federal Court has determined that
we don't have to worry so much
about PF and Charter processes in
that context.

PRs
IRPA: 19(2)

Citizens
IRPA: 19(1)

Who has the right to enter and
remain in Canada?

may be foreign nationals
Indians
IRPA: 19(1)

No right. Conditions may be placed on
their entry including deposits, restrictions
on movement

Rights

Foreign nationals
IRPA: 29(1)

Complaints to international human rights bodies
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We adopt a substantive equality approach
that is comparative, but not as rigidly
comparative as a formal equality
approach.

Step Four: s. 1, baby!

Case: Nancy Law

Refer to legislative purpose
Case: Hodge

e.g. universe is separated spouses; the
argument for this is that couples rationally
choose not to marry and that choice
should have some significance and be
respected

1. Consider the universe of potential beneficiaries

Don't need to show

Case: Hodge

Define Comparator Group (Hodge)

Look to the group to which the individual
belongs, not to the individual themselves.
e.g. Non-citizens in general, not Andrews
himself as a rich foreign-educated
non-citizen.

Relevant factors include whether there is
a history of exclusion, a history of
oppression, or whether the group broadly
experiences disadvantagement.

e.g. Court - Hodge does not fit into
universe at all - not a ‘separated spouse’,
she is no longer a spouse at all
Case: Hodge

2. Does the claimant fit in this universe?

Case: Andrews
Judge: Wilson, J.

(but for this personal characteristic, I
would be in this universe, and then
connect personal characteristic with an
enumerated or analogous ground)

Group not disadvantaged: Test not met
because younger people are not
traditionally disadvantaged but instead
advantaged on account of their youth.
Case: Gosselin

We're all part of group: Also, we all go
through different ages during our
lifetimes, so this criterion is not particular
to a certain group.

3. Personal characteristics basis for exclusion?
1: Pre-existing disadvantage: Claimant
must show law reinforces stereotypes or
traditional disadvantage

Case: Hodge

Can be in terms of purpose or effect; law
can be facially neutral

Case: Gosselin

We use age for social classification
already; you wouldn't put a sign on a bar
saying "no blacks" but you would saying
"no minors"

Distinction

Case: Big M

Characteristics that have been found
include age and race; must go to 'human
dignity'.

Case: Gosselin

Step One: formal distinction or
differentiation based on personal
characteristics with impact?

Definitely important

No correlation of age and legislative purpose

Case: Health Services

"Occupational classification" was found to
relate to work, not a personal
characteristic

Based on personal characteristic

Case: Nancy Law

No, age is a relevant distinction. There
are natural differences between different
age groups.
Case: Gosselin

Case: Health Services

2: Corresponding factor ( rational
connection test): Does legislation make
distinction based on an "irrelevant
characteristic" in relation to its purpose?

Withholding CPP benefits

15(1)

Case: Nancy Law

Negative impact: Imposition of burden or
withholding benefit/protection

No, Charter allows for differential
treatment of non-citizens

Withholding welfare benefits
Case: Gosselin

Doesn't need to be shown, but it
can help government

Will uphold legislation if benefit conferred
(less likely to offend dignity) e.g.
ameliorative for older widows
What is the legislation trying to do in distinction?

Case: Nancy Law

e.g. distinction b/w separated married
spouses and separated common law
spouses - personal characteristic of
marital status

3: Ameliorative purpose/disadvantage

Age

Step Three: Is the distinction in
purpose or effect discriminatory in
a substantive sense? (evaluated
on facts of case and s. 15)

Race
National/ethnic origin
Kapp merges these as it returns
to the two-stage Andrews test

Enumerated grounds (s. 15)

Religion
colour

A benevolent purpose can rescue a law
that has discriminatory effects

Sex
Disability
Definitely important

Citizenship (Andrews)

Subjective-objective perspective
(Reasonable rights-holder): The
subjective portion focuses on the
individual and the objective portion allows
for a broader consideration that allows us
to consider the claim in the context of the
legislative purpose.

Marital status
Recognized, e.g.

Sexual orientation (Vriend)
Aboriginality-residence
Case: Corbiere

Case: Nancy Law

"Grounds are markers of suspect
decisionmaking"

Step Two: Is treatment based on
analogous/enumerated grounds?
(Nancy Law)

Dismissed because the court found that
the claim came down to "mere financial
anxiety"

These markers reflect historical patterns
of stereotyping and discrimination.
Stereotyping is about irrational
perceptions.

Case: Nancy Law, Gosselin

§ Being able to lead evidence of things
like "my client can't feed themselves
because of the situation"

Immutable or quasi-immutable
characteristic: it is either beyond one's
power to change this characteristic ro the
state cannot reasonably ask them to
change it.

Severe and localized impact on claimant
that affects human dignity
Analogous ground

the greater the affected interest, the more
problematic the distinction will be
Not recognized (Use Corbiere test:)
If you can relate the interest claimed to
some fundamental constitutional principle
like autonomy, some norm or value that
there is a norm or consensus that it is
important

4: Nature of rights? (personal autonomy)

Factors for recognizing something as a ground:
Case: Corbiere

Engage fundamental aspect of human
dignity? (arguably irrelevant post-Kapp)
Group has traditionally lacked political power
Case: Corbiere
Role: Dissent

Economic, constitutional, and societal significance

Corbiere case was found to be about this:
access to the electoral process for band
government
Access denied to full membership in
Canadian society?

Access to fundamental societal
interest/affects basic aspect of full
membership in society

§ Basic things like work, mobility
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This is an enumerated ground in a federal
or provincial human rights code
Case: Corbiere
Role: Dissent

e.g. The court has rejected "residence" as a ground
Case: Corbiere

Constitutionally protected?
Living tree, not framer's intent, approach to rights
What is the scope of the right?

Case: BCMV Ref.

Purposive approach

Big M
Does the plaintiff's activity fall within the
scope of the right?

Almost always yes

No shifting purpose (e.g. Lord's Day Act
cannot be recast in secular terms)
Case: Big M

Overall purpose is the same: move to a
higher level of generality: harm then was
moral corruption, harm now is gender
equality, so in both cases it's harm.

Step 1: Is a right being engaged?
Does the purpose of the legislation
(legislature's intent) violate the charter in
terms of the pith and substance of the
enactment?
Case: Big M

How shifting purpose is justified:

Has the right been violated?

Case: Butler

Case: Big M

Burden of proof on the plaintiff
(rightsholder)

Community standard means that a shift
was built into the legislation by the intent
of the legislature; it is an acceptable
exception that community standards will
shift over time.
Concurring judgement finds that the
criminal law can regulate morals, that this
is one of the purposes of the criminal law.

Effects: When applied, does the effect of
the enactment violate the charter?

Not having government action prescribed
by law, denies citizen notice of law
If not prescribed by law, then the
government action will be struck down.
Reasons:

1. Limits must be prescribed by law
(value: rule of law)

Accountability: everyone must be subject
to the law and if the way that the always
are enforced isn't prescribed by law then
this can undermine the notion that the law
applies universally

Regulation?
Yes: Is there a law?
Case: Therens

Statute?
Common law? (crown prerogative?)

Test: Reasonably precise and capable of
being interpreted to limit government
authority
Case: Irwin Toy

Word "terrorist" too vague. Argument fails.
Overbroad: 1. Is that there is a very
general discretion, the language is
overbroad, vagueness. Is this a situation
where the discretion that is conferred is
so large that the bureaucrat could
effectively do whatever they want? That's
probably the most common challenge. It's
rare that you find a case where someone
is actually not acting under law.
2. Vagueness: Does the law provide an
intelligible standard?

Case: Suresh

Government regulations about the political
activities of civil servants require
interpretation guidelines because they are
so unclear; yet still not struck down at this
stage.
Case: Osborne v. Canada

Definition of advertising directed at
children involves three factors: audience,
time of day, and message. Court rules
that even though guidelines were created
to explain these factors they were not
impermissibly vague.
Case: Irwin Toy

Courts prefer to address all but the must
egregious aspects of overbreadth at the
proportionality stage of the analysis.
Contradictory: 2. The other way that you
could argue this is if it is incoherent or
contradictory on its own terms or
ambiguous.
Considered a strong objective because it
goes towards the protection of a
vulnerable group; the vulnerable groups
standard gives greater weight to the value
of the legislation.
e.g. protection children from manipulation by advertisers
Case: Irwin Toy

This is a charter-enhancing objective as
the vulnerability is based on an
enumerated ground in the charter: age

Big M is an example of failing at this stage
before getting to the proportionality
analysis, but this is rare.

S. 1

3. Is there a substantial and compelling objective?

There are no problems with considering
post-enactment evidence of importance of
the legislation's objective. (report about
under-sevens being incapable of
distinguishing fact from fiction and
thereby being more vulnerable to
advertising)

Case: Thomsen, RJR

Case: Irwin Toy

Enforcing the obscenity provision is
described as charter-enhancing because
of its role in furthering gender-equality.

Step 2: Justification Analysis (must
pass every element of test)

Burden of proof on the
defendant (government)

Case: Butler

Court in Butler is very deferential to the
government's stated objective here, but
this was pre-RJR and courts are now
somewhat stricter about demanding proof.
That this was considered low-value
expression was also determinative,
whereas other commercial expression
(RJR) is considered by McLachlan to be
valuable.
Case: RJR, Butler

The measure must be effective at
realizing the objective

Goal of publication ban for The Boys of
St. Vincent may have been a good one,
but the ban was not going to be effective,
ergo the SCC overturned the ban.

Case: Dagenais

If the evidence is Inconclusive, then it is
sufficient to show that there is a rational
basis for the law, e.g. we don't have
conclusive scientific evidence that there is
a link between advertising and cigarette
smoking, but why would RJR spend so
much money on advertising if it didn't
think that it would sell cigarettes?
Case: RJR
Judge: LaForest

A. Rational connection between objective
and means chosen
Must show through common sense and
logic or through sociological evidence.

Court will defer to legislature's decision to
sid ewith one set of experts over another
Case: RJR

Case: Thomsen, RJR

Evidence of what international bodies are
doing (with regards to tobacco) admittable
Case: RJR

In Chaoulli McLachlan turns the rational
connection test into a strict least drastic
means test . She is saying that in order to
escape the charge of arbitrariness one
must show that the steps being taken are
necessary to the achievement of the
outcome desired.

4. Is limitation proportional to objective?

In the wake of Chaoulli this stricter
standard was applied in the Victoria
anti-camping bylaw case since this
standard stands for the proposition that if
you have a regime in place it needs to be
very tailored to its outcome.
Case: Victoria Anti-Camping Bylaw Case

McLachlan still quite strict about
demanding evidence at this stage
B. Minimal Impairment: Normal standard
for legislative tailoring is that the measure
needs to be shown to have been 'within
the range of reasonable alternatives'
Case: RJR

Case: RJR
Judge: McLachlan

Total vs. Partial ban: A total ban is never
within the range of reasonable options, so
in the case of a total ban you need to
apply a least impairing option test ('impair
as little as possible by choosing the least
drastic alternative'). Especially applies to
freedom of expression cases.

Vagueness tradeoff with partial bans.
Total bans are specific but often
overreaching whereas partial bans are
more limited, but vague (e.g. what is
"advertising aimed at children" in Irwin
Toy?)

Case: Oakes

Need to balance deleterious and salutary
effects of measure.
In characterizing scope of each
competing interest, they must be at the
same level of specificity.
C. Proportionality
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Case: Edmonton Journal
Judge: Wilson

e.g. Freedom of expression writ large vs.
freedom of expression in the particular
case.

This tends to be the area where
the courts feel most
comfortable scrutinizing
government

Wording: "Everyone has the right to life,
liberty and security of the person and the
right not to be deprived thereof except in
accordance with the principles of
fundamental justice."

General

3 values independent of each other
Case: BCMVA

Each value is informed by other values;
we can't have a concept of liberty that is
inconsistent with our notion of life, say.
Case: Rodriguez

Death penalty cases
Life

Deportation to face torture
Case: Suresh

right of non-detention
Case: Charkaoui

reprodutive choice
place of home
Case: Godbout

parental decisions re: children/family separation

A. Does the impugned law engage any
one of protected interests?

Liberty includes

"decisions of fundamental personal importance"
Case: Morgentaler
Judge: Wilson, J.

Simple deportation? Not engaged
Case: Medavarski

Right to bring children here? Not
engaged. She can visit.
Case: De Guzman

Stress arising from interference with a
fundamental decision

Security of the Person includes notions of
physical, emotional, and mental integrity

Case: Rodriguez

No positive obligations on state to provide
life, liberty and security of the person
Burden on plaintiff

Case: Gosselin

McLachlan noted in her majority
judgement in Gosselin that the court could
recognize a positive dimension to s. 7 in
future, and that Gosselin was just not the
appropriate case in which to do it
because of flaws in the evidentiary record

Step 1:

May consist of inaction in the case of a
substantial violation
Case: Gosselin
Role: Dissent

Majority in Gosselin argue that s. 7 is not
limited to the criminal law context (with
cases like Morgentaler), not limited to the
adjudicative context (Bastarache would
have argued this; implementing an
environmental assessment regime is an
example of something not included in the
government's adjudicative role), but that it
does not include the operation of benefits
regimes.

B. Is the right deprived by impugned law?

Does this fall into the administrative
justice sphere?

Limited to "administration of justice"
context: state enforcement of compliance
with laws
Case: Gosselin
Judge: McLachlan

Necessary (causal connection between
Canadian government act and deleterious
consequence - but for Canada's act, the
other state won't torture, in this case) and
likely ('substantial risk' test for
foreseeability of consequence - torture)

section 7

Case: Suresh

Look at underlying principles of
legislation for determining PFJs Chiarelli

Analysis of s. 7

Must be legal principle
"Shock the conscience" language
Test for a new PFJ

Societal consensus that it's vital and fundamental

Case: Suresh

Case: Rodriguez

Sufficiently precise
Due process rights are a sliding
scale without absolutes where
various factors are considered
including norms about fairness
and the nature of the interest at
stake both for the individual and
the government; in Charkaoui
(2007) McLachlan says "no
balancing of interests pre-s. 1 for
s. 7, though she allows for
"contextual tailoring" of the right.

Morgentaler

Manifest unfairness or arbitrariness

Rodriguez

There was an attempt to argue that the
restriction on assisted suicide was
arbitrary because suicide itself was not
criminalized. This argument failed
because of the way that the majority
characterized the purpose of the
legislation: protecting vulnerable persons
from being coerced into ending their lives.

Chaoulli

Procedural

Criteria of "health" undefined
Principle of vagueness

Step 2: Is the depravation inconsistent
with the principles of fundamental justice?

Case: Morgentaler

Case: Suresh

where a serious issue of credibility is
involved, fundamental justice requires that
credibility be determined on the basis of
an oral hearing
Oral hearing for assessing credibility

Does not apply to refugees abroad

Case: Singh, SCC

Case: Zia

Look and balance on a
case-by-case basis with reference
to particular facts (Suresh)
When balancing, administrative
constraints can be considered, but
not security concerns (Charkaoui)

Against Torture
Case: Suresh

Due process/duty of fairness

Suresh

Due process/procedural fairness
Substantive

Freedom of conscience

Charkoui

Morgentaler dissent

Innocent shouldn't be punished (no
absolute liability+imprisonment) (BCMVA)
Dignity and autonomy of the person
Case: Rodriguez

right to know the case against you: secret
evidence violates this
Case: Charkaoui
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If the actor is a government actor, then all
of their actions are automatically
considered government actions - they
can't claim that some of their actions are
private.
Case: McKinney v. University of Guelph

The basic starting point is that the
legislative/executive/administrative
branches of government are covered by
the charter.

Common Law: Charter applies to
common law when the common law is the
basis for government action, eg. Royal
Perogative.
Case: Dolphin Delivery

Judiciary is excluded + parliamentary privilege
Case: Dolphin Delivery

Is the body in question part of the judiciary?

But only if there is ambiguity in the act
Case: Medavarksi

University

Even if the charter does not apply,
IRPA is to be construed as if it did
apply

Case: McKinney v. University of Gu…

IRPA: 3(3)(d)

CBSA has been given the authority to not
just look at people who come to the
primary enforcement line, but to go out
and ask for people's documents
pro-actively, e.g. on an airplane

Does the actor count as being part of the
administrative branch of the government?
Use Autonomy vs. Control Test:
Regular/routine control (public) versus
ultimate/extraordinary control (private)

1. Is this a government actor?
(strongly determined by factors)

If in Canada, applies
Case: Singh

Examples of application:

o Hape (2007, criminal law, search &
seizure in another country): International
law recognizes sovereignty between
states. So, start with assumption that
Charter does not apply outside Canada,
unless there’s a reason for it.
o Khadr (2008, interviewing Omar Khadr
in Guantanamo): Does Charter apply to
Khadr in Cuba? One of the referred-to
exceptions in Hape is present here: if
something illegal is happening outside of
Canada. Court said that Guantanamo is
contrary to international law (Geneva
Convention)

Case: Stoffman v. Vancouver General Hospital

Hospital
Case: Stoffman v. Vancouver Gene…

3. Territoriality
Overseas: somewhat open to question
because jurisprudence not from this area
of law. Hape could raise questions about
some circumstances when other laws
apply.

• Board is entirely appointed by minister
• There doesn't seem to be any
mechanisms where the appointments
reflect civil society groups

s.32 Does Charter Apply?

• There is no term of office for the board members

Case: Hape

o Amnesty International v. Canada (2008
FCA 401), non-citizens being transferred
by Canadian gov’t, potentially facing
torture. Court found that the facts did not
support arguments of clear breaches of
international law. Possibility of human
rights violations not enough.

Community College
Case: Douglas

• When we looked at judicial
independence, the key measure for that
was job security
• The appointees to the hospital and
university boards don't have the same
sort of protection that judges do, but they
do have some protection, like terms for
the appointments

32. (1)This Charter applies:
a) to the Parliament and government of
Canada in respect of all matters within the
authority of Parliament including all
matters relating to the Yukon Territory and
Northwest Territories; and

• They are appointments at the pleasure
of the crown which means they can be
fired immediately

Taxing powers.
Quintessentially Government Function
Test

Text of section:

(e.g. Godbout finds municipalities are
government actors )

b) to the legislature and government of
each province in respect of all matters
within the authority of the legislature of
each province.

Note: that control is not available as a
test here since no control exists.
Is the actor in question part of the
legislative branch of government?

Democratically elected (significant but not determinative).
General law-making power with a
territorial jurisdiction.
Municipalities are creations of provincial
governments; if they were not created the
provincial governments would have to do
similar tasks itself.

Case: McKinney v. University of Guelph

Where an action being carried out is
inherently governmental e.g.
implementing a public program.
Case: Eldridge

Independent adjudicators and impartial
decision-makers: Close Nexus Test

a particular activity of the non-gov’t actor
can still be susceptible to the Charter
(e.g. hospital providing services to
disabled)

2. Even though the actor is not a
governmental one, is this
nonetheless a government action?

Delegated Decision-Maker Applying
Legislation. Test: is the provision of this
particular service from an otherwise
independent organization not simply a
matter of internal hospital management
but instead an expression of gov’t policy?
Case: Eldridge

Charter Applies
Yes
If litigation between two private parties
over common law, charter does not apply.
No
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However, if one of the private parties
relies on a statute, (e.g. citizens arrest),
then the Charter becomes involved.

Case: Eldridge

Rationale: Since legislatures may not
enact laws that infringe the Charter, they
may not authorize or empower another
person/entity to do so (Slaight)

People who work for transportation
companies have quasi-public role as they
will not let people onboard who do not
have authority to enter the country, lest
they be fined.

